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After finding success in his corporate career, Grant Tate struggled to find himself.Hand on the
Shoulder: Finding Freedom in the Confluence of Love and Career takes readers on a journey
from a small town in Virginia to a fast-moving career in a high-tech company.Navigating
occupational complexities, foreign cultures, and rapid societal change, Grant searches for
meaning while spiraling into disillusionment and loneliness. Grant climbs the long slide from
despair to peace, ultimately renewing his understanding of what truly matters in life.Readers will
experience the joys and absurdities of work life and the struggle to find balance between
personal ambition and the human need for love.
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dedicated to my brother, Warren S. Tate, who has given me and so many other people a much-
needed hand on the shoulder.—GTINTRODUCTIONIt was a cold day in June when I arrived at
the Susquehanna River. The town of Endicott lay across the river, still shrouded in a morning
mist and looking like a place from another era. Getting here from Virginia was the longest
distance I had ever driven alone and the first trip of any kind in my new 1957 Plymouth, the
model with the huge tail fins and push-button automatic transmission.An engineering degree in
hand, I was taking my first step into the unknown world of big business, technology, real Italian
spaghetti, and northern American culture. IBM’s vast production plants with 6,000 workers lay
just across the river. On Monday morning, I was to report to their personnel department and
begin finding my way in the complex labyrinth of the corporate world.In four weeks, I would
return to my small town, Orange, Virginia, to marry my high-school sweetheart and, a few days
later, have her join me in this venture into the unknown. If she had been sitting with me looking



across the Susquehanna Bridge, I could never have explained the future we would experience;
two small town kids on an uncharted road, infused with the culture, expectations, and values of
the South.In my childhood, there was a large open space called Wynn’s Field behind the back
fence that bordered our house. I sometimes stared over the fence curious to see what went on
back there. A small creek, scrubby bushes, a few trees, and some unidentifiable pieces of metal
sparked my interest.“Play all you want in the backyard, but don’t go into Wynn’s Field,” Mom
said.As a child, I never crossed the fence into Wynn’s Field, but I have been searching for that
place ever since. I like change, meeting new people, seeing new places, having new
experiences, and learning new things. I like to explore.But taking risks and entrepreneurship
were not the legacies of my clan. They were more likely to be dirt farmers than estate owners.
And I don’t know any relative who was willing to risk other people’s money to start or grow a
business. That would have been contrary to the family’s ethics. The family ethic demanded good
behavior: attend church, love each other, help other people, work hard, raise your family, avoid
conflict, take responsibility, obey the rules, and be self-sufficient.That legacy was fine until it
wasn’t. My self-sufficiency folded under the weight of carrying too much responsibility alone.
When I faced difficulties, I was embarrassed to admit them to my family and friends. I found
myself alone on the prow of the ship with the cold wind blowing in my face, blinding me to the
need to reach out to my shipmates.When I needed to reach out, I turned inward, but finding no
one there, swirled around in the miasma. I was drifting. I had stopped exploring. I was estranged
from my wife, my extended family, my friends. I had failed to build a personal support
system.When I finally learned to reach out, to give and receive love and support, the path
became clear, but it ultimately took moving to a new continent to find the way.The stories in this
book are the stepping stones—some leading to new adventures, others to slippery convolutions.
And, at the foundation of each step lay decisions and assumptions resulting in unanticipated
consequences. Those decisions were made in the context of the intersecting tides of personal
drive, southern culture, company norms, and family needs. Tides I sometimes failed to
understand while moving through life.As with all memoirs, this is the way I remember things. I
have changed some names to protect people’s privacy, but used the real names of prominent
business leaders, who do not deserve to hide.Writing this book has been part of the healing
process, an opportunity to reexamine turning points, to reconsider old decisions, and to take a
fresh look at times and relationships from my upbringing in my small town in Virginia to my
stepping into a transformed life at the turn of the new century.Yes, there is much to say about my
life since January 1, 2000, when this book ends: the flowering of a new relationship, the
exploration of a new profession in consulting, the new stories, the new characters. But that book
will have to wait.I write this with deep apologies to my three children, David, Lynn, and Laura for
the missed opportunities of time together and for my absences in time of need. But I am thankful
for them, my wife, Ancolien, and my brother, Warren, for their love and support during my
exploration of life.I thank my editor, Rebekah Spivey for her expertise and inspiration in
preparing the text. Her wisdom, insight and good humor have been guiding lights. Also, thanks



members of the Holon team, Grace Beck, Leslie Cao, and Victoria Stingo for their support and
guidance, and Leslie, in particular, for our many conversations in formulating this book. And
special thanks to my physical therapist, Rebecca Brown, who helped me keep a gimpy hip under
control during the writing period.And thanks to my many friends and colleagues who
encouraged me to take on this project. “I’d like to know how you came to be who you are,” was a
frequent comment. This book helps answer that.IT STARTED WITH A PHONE CALLIt is left to
me now to untangle the intricate web of events that set me on my slow downward slide. At the
time, I was completely unaware that my support system was rotting from within and without. I did
not feel the first molecule of rust that formed on my girders. I knew that something was missing
and had searched for it in forbidden places; but had no idea what was driving me, no idea of my
growing thirst for intimacy, no idea that my path was anything but the right
one.ALBUQUERQUEA hand on the shoulder interrupts my train of thought. Turning, I look into
the eyes of Jerry Jordan, my friend, and Dean of the Anderson School of Business at the
University of New Mexico.“Your wife is on the phone in my office and needs to speak to you,” he
says quietly.Oh my God, what is this? Joyce has never interrupted a meeting before. Someone—
maybe one of the children—must have been hurt.I pick up the phone to hear her crying.“What’s
wrong?” I say. “What is it?”“It’s your dad,” she says among the sobs. “He died this morning during
his test at the hospital.”“No! No! No!” I sob, sinking into the chair. “He was only taking a stress
test. How could this be? I just saw him two days ago and he seemed fine.”I sink into Jerry’s chair,
stunned, trying to process the news.Jerry Jordan steps in the room. “I’m so sorry,” he says. “You
can stay right here if you want.”“I need to get to Virginia,” I say.“Bill Gross’s team over at
Engineering is already looking at plane schedules,” Jerry replies. We didn’t know whether you
wanted to go to Connecticut or Virginia. I’ll get you some coffee, and you can stay here until we
get the reservations pinned down.”SABBATICALAfter almost five years as Director of Planning
and Technical Services at IBM’s General Business Group, International division (GBG/I), I was
ready for a change. I had never been in a job that long, and it was beginning to feel like a drag. I’d
lost track of how many divisional strategic and operational plans we had completed. Lately,
every plan seemed the same. I’m a turnaround guy, not a crank-turner. It was 1979 and there
were no immediate prospects for a new opportunity at the company. That year, Business Week
had asked, “Is IBM just another mature company?” We’d been losing market share, stock prices
were down, and our growth rate had stalled.Some would have said the job was exciting. Our
division covered Canada, Europe, Asia, and Latin America. There were 11 manufacturing plants
in ten different countries for which my unit ran the strategic planning processes. In addition, we
designated where each product would be manufactured; a critically important decision process
that often involved IBM’s top management. 50 people from across ten different countries were
on my team.I was constantly traveling. Almost 40% of my days were spent in travel, often
including weekends. Paris, Berlin, Amsterdam, Bogota, Guadalajara, Madrid became regular
destinations. Exciting, yes, but tiring, to me and the family. During one period of six months, I
asked for a travel moratorium because my son, David, was having trouble in school, requiring at-



home tutoring for a whole semester.Yes, it was time for a change. So, I applied for the “faculty
loan program,” where the company provided an employee to help a college or university
implement its minority program, requesting an assignment in the West. At about the same time,
headquarters received a letter from Dean William Gross at the University of New Mexico, asking
for help. Two weeks later, I flew to Albuquerque for an interview, and within a month my wife,
Joyce, our daughter, Laura, and I moved to New Mexico to begin a new adventure while our
daughter, Lynn, and son, David, stayed behind in college.I look at my watch. 11:00 am
Albuquerque time, 1:00 pm in the East. They’ll be lucky to find me a plane today. Just as well get
comfortable here. My mind turns back to Dad.DADDad frequently complained of indigestion and
tried numerous antacids and other remedies over the years. He also once had rheumatic fever, a
disease that can damage a heart. Perhaps, the chest discomfort had been due to an underlying
heart condition.As far as I know, Dad never had a day of formal management training in his life.
He used sound human relations and family values. He never gave me much specific career
advice except "go to college and stay out of the textile industry."I've often wondered how to
measure his influence on my working life. Unlike him, I've had years of business and
management training. Yet the early lessons from Dad and another mentor, Goree Waugh, seem
to be the most enduring.There is no graduate business school named the "G. Wesley Tate
School of Management." Nor is there a professorship named after him. But that is not what he
would have wanted. Helping people was his legacy; not making a name for himself, not making
money.When I was growing up, Dad worked at American Silk Mills in Orange. He was the
supervisor of the department that turned raw threads into the yarn used by the hundreds of
looms that wove special textiles for the fashion industry. I remember visiting the mill, hearing
hundreds of redrawing and quilling machines, and seeing people hurrying around to load the
monsters with nylon, rayon, and other synthetics. Dad was proud to introduce visitors to the
people he worked with and to explain how the complicated machines worked. “Our fibers make
our textiles different,” he'd say. “The texture of the final product depends on us.”When he began
his job at the mill, he worked 12 hours a day, six days a week without overtime pay. The factory
closed down one week a year so that people could have a short vacation. As far as I remember,
that was the only benefit; no medical plan, no retirement—just work your hours and get your
pay.I remember the whine and roar of the machines in Dad’s department and the strange odor of
oil, ozone, and raw textiles they generated. That noise was multiplied in the other major
department, weaving, where hundreds of looms sent shuttles flying back and forth at high
speeds. No one in the company apparently had thought of providing ear protection for the
operators.Dad was a good manager. Many of our dinner conversations revolved around tales of
the people in his department, many of whom had grown up in poverty and were thankful for
having a paying job. A young woman passed out on the job one day. While helping her, Dad
learned she hadn’t eaten in days. He took her to the store across the street and bought her some
food to help her get on the track to better health.Yes, Dad cared about his people but had little
good to say about the mill owner, Milton Rubin, who showed up occasionally, using abusive



language to berate mill management for not producing enough. Dinners at home after one of
Rubin’s visits did not generate good memories. Rubin, from New Jersey, started the mill in
Orange to take advantage of cheap labor, and he wanted to keep it that way.After 25 years,
Rubin gave Dad a Swiss watch—a meager reward for years of dedicated work. That watch is still
in my mother's memory box—a symbol of years of sweat and toil.Soon after receiving the watch,
Dad finally had his fill. He was sick of the working conditions and the way that the upper
management treated people."I really have to leave the silk mill," he told me as we walked the
long hill toward our house, "Don’t know what I’ll do for a job. I want you to stay in college. You're
only in your second year.""I'll be okay," I said. "Scholarships and part-time jobs will see me
through."Soon, Dad enrolled in accounting classes and began a new career. But his legacy as a
manager lived on. I ran into people who said, "Wesley was the best manager I ever had. He was
tough, but he cared about us."AS WHITE AS SILKBut there were limited types of employees.
There were no Black people working in the American Silk Mill, unless they were doing janitorial
work. In Orange, Virginia then, there were two different societies, Black and White. There were
separate water fountains, separate doctors, separate schools, separate churches, even a
separate taxi service owned by Simon Coleman for Black people. Retail and other businesses
served both, but of course, Black Americans were afforded a lower level of service. Getting
loans or credit was a challenge. Dad had quite a few Black friends, including Rosa Graves, a
lifelong friend of the family. Mom and Dad never said anything sounding outright racist or
prejudicial, but there was always an undertone that the Black Americans were lower class. I
interpreted that as, “Black people are good as individuals, but, as a group, keep them in their
place.” At an early age, that confused me. As time went on, the idea became abhorrent.In
school, no one ever said Black people were inferior, it was simply a societal assumption. There
was slight mention of slavery in history classes, but cruelty or oppression was never mentioned.
Pictures, stories, or books about slaves showed only kind Aunt Jamimas or Uncle Toms going
about their duties with warm, happy smiles. Those myths helped define the relationship between
Black and White people. Treat Black people with kindness and they will reward you with a smile.
Don’t tolerate any backtalk or sass. Always encourage subservience.In the South, the Civil War
was called “The War Between the States,” fought, not about slavery, but about states’ rights. The
periods of Reconstruction, and afterwards, Jim Crow, were given one chapter in the Virginia
History book with perhaps one hour of discussion in the classroom. Robert E. Lee was the
greatest general in the war. He and all his compatriots fought valiantly for a cause that was pure
but turned out to be futile. But remember, the South will rise again. Remember that as we all sing
“Dixie.”Confederate flags were flying in public places. A statue of a Confederate soldier still
stands on a high pedestal in front of the Orange County Courthouse. The local Lion’s Club
sponsored a yearly minstrel show in the high school auditorium. The high school chorus
repertoire included spirituals promoting the idea of the “dear old darkie.”Public schools were
separate, but far from equal. Elementary and middle schools for Black kids were significantly run
down with little investment. Black high schoolers attended a relatively new, but distant, George



Washington Carver High School.The most prestigious club in the community for women was the
United Daughters of the Confederacy. Members had to show evidence of descendancy from a
Civil War veteran or have some documented tie to one. To my knowledge, none of my relatives
ever qualified.BLACK KIDAt the age of six or eight, I liked to play with toy soldiers. World War II
was raging in Europe and the far East, so I tried to simulate some of the small battles. One
morning, sitting in our front yard on Main Street, I assembled a fight between two toy platoons.A
Black kid, slightly larger than I, approached from down the street. I started feeling a bit nervous. I
knew Black and White people didn’t mix, and I’d heard Black people stole things. I looked at my
toys, wondering if I should pick them up and run inside.The kid came close and said, “Can I play,
too?”I looked up at his smiling face and said, “Sure. Which side do you want?”For the next 30
minutes or so, we played shoot ‘em with the soldiers, making our sounds of pow, aaarg, and
boom.After a while, Dad’s car pulled up to the curb. He was coming home for lunch. My heart
flipped, wondering what he would say. He stepped out of the car and looked over at us sitting in
the yard, toy soldiers scattered around.“This is my friend,” I said hesitantly, even though I didn’t
know the kid’s name.“Hi,” Dad said, stepping up to the porch.My young friend jumped up and ran
down the street, leaving me to gather up the toy soldiers.I went inside, head bowed, just as Dad
was ready to sit down with Mom for lunch.“I… I’m sorry,” I said.“Did you have fun?” Dad asked,
never addressing my comment.“Well… yes,” I replied.The next day and for several days after, I
returned to the same spot with my toy soldiers, hoping my friend would show up, but I never saw
him again.TRAINSIn those days, Orange was a railroad town, a dangerous little town. Two
tracks, one owned by Southern Railways and the other by the Chesapeake and Ohio split the
town right down the middle, cutting through Main Street with the power and authority of black,
smoke-breathing dragons. The townspeople could set their watches by the train whistles. “There
comes the 9:07,” Mr. Watts would say, pulling his watch out of his pants pocket to check it. After
all, railroad time was as official as the great ball in Greenwich. There was a time when the trains
passed through without the warning whistles, but the wreck of old ’97 changed all that. After the
monster jumped the tracks on the curve just a mile out of town, people demanded not just a toot,
but a long blast from every approaching train.Even at that, getting run over by a train was a worry
for every mother in town. They warned their children, “Listen for the train whistle, and don’t get
too close to the train, the wind will suck you under the wheels and cut you in half.” Every time
Mom and I waited for a train to pass, the slightest puff of wind in my face was a sure sign the
passing freight was ready to suck me into its grinding wheels.There were also other hazards.
The engines belched not just smoke, but soot. After each passing coal-burning steam engine,
small black particles with tiny edges like cut diamonds filled the air, penetrating people’s lungs,
pores, and eyes. Almost every time we went downtown, a cinder seemed to light in my eye. Mom
would pull a clean, crocheted handkerchief out of her purse, say, “Open your eye, now and look
up.” She’d gently extract the black boulder while I screamed in teary pain.We lived on the East
side of the tracks in one of the brick houses up on Standpipe Hill. Waugh Furniture, the Orange
Hotel, Gill’s Hardware, Dr. Hankins office, Thompsons Food Market, and Gryme’s Drug Store



were along Main Street on our side of the tracks. Yet, a typical shopping day downtown would
take us all the way up Main Street to Legget’s Department Store, Sparks Grocery, Page’s Drug
Store, Lerner’s Store, the 5 and 10, or the Western Auto. The movie theatre and the churches lay
toward the far end of Main Street. I liked to look at the bicycles in the Western Auto and the cap
pistols in the 5 and 10, hoping someday, I’d save enough from my ten cents a week allowance to
buy one of them.One day, as we walked along Main Street in front of Legget’s, I heard the loud
and familiar wail of the mid-morning passenger train approaching the crossing. The ground
shook beneath our feet as the engine reached the edge of town. Suddenly, the roar of the
passing train was punctuated by a bone-chilling scream. I clutched Mom’s hand as we turned
toward the tracks while men ran to the crossing. Instead of continuing toward Washington, the
train slowed and eventually came to a stop. We could see a crowd gather around something
lying next to the tracks. Mom’s face was pale and grim.“What is it?” I said.“Someone got hit by
the train,” she said.“How could that be?” I asked. “We heard the whistle blow. Did they get sucked
under?”“Don’t know. Don’t know,” she said quietly.We went into Legget’s where she shopped for
some new material for two shirts she was going to make for me. I had a hard time thinking about
anything else but the screaming person who got sucked into the train. We had to cross the
tracks to get home, and I never wanted to walk over the crossing again.That night, Mom told Dad
the story.“I heard about it,” he said. “It was somebody from Madison.”“Didn’t they know about the
trains?” I asked.“Don’t know. Don’t know. Stay away from those trains,” Dad said to me.He really
didn’t have to tell me that.THE WARRacial issues were not high on anyone’s mind in the forties.
We were in the midst of a world war. The draft had taken most of the eligible men, Black and
White, from our small town of Orange. Dad was exempt because he had contracted rheumatic
fever a few years earlier, and his job at the silk mill was important because they were making
parachutes for the war effort.When the war started, my cousin, Bobby, and I were playing hide
and seek among the fifty-year-old boxwoods on my grandparents’ front lawn down in Louisa
County. Although it was December, the grass was still green, and the bright Virginia sunshine
warmed our bodies with a springlike glow. Dad sat on a wooden lawn chair reading the Sunday
paper we’d picked up on the way down from Orange.It wasn’t unusual for us to spend Sunday in
Fredericks Hall, a tiny train stop where my grandparents lived in a big clapboard farmhouse. The
visits were joyous occasions. I loved the fields, the barnyard, the woods that seemed to go on
forever, the freedom of exploration, and the opportunity of playing with my cousins, who always
seemed to be there, and Grandma Tate’s home cooking.Grandma Tate, a Sunday School
teacher at Bethpage Church, didn’t want us to play “guns” on Sunday, but cops and robbers—or
more accurately, cowboys and Indians—were our favorite games. We’d run around with our
shiny cap pistols pretending to be Gene Autry, Roy Rogers, or Hopalong Cassidy. We whooped
and galloped around the house and the fields and routed our imaginary enemies with
overwhelming firepower and verve.But that Sunday was different. Granddad Tate came out of
the back porch and into the yard, almost running to where Dad was sitting.“Pearl Harbor has
been bombed, and the war has started!” Dad jumped out of his chair. The two of them talked in



quiet voices while Bobby and I stopped our game, wondering what was going on. We heard the
word “war,” but had no idea what it meant. Grandad and Dad’s fearful and confused faces told us
it was serious.In a few months, my uncle would visit us in his uniform, kiss me goodbye, and
leave for the 8th Air Force. Gasoline and food would be rationed and the speed limits set to 35
miles per hour. Military convoys would become common sights on Virginia roads, and all of us,
no matter how young, would learn to recognize German and Japanese planes from their profiles.
We’d hear stories of the killed, the missing in action, the downed planes. Stars would be
displayed in the windows of parents or wives and children who were never to see a loved one
again.Visits to my grandparents became less frequent as we strived to save gasoline. My
grandfather seemed to spend every evening listening to his old battery radio, listening to Lowell
Thomas’s report on the battles of the day.Yes, life changed on the 7th day of December 1941.
The world would never be the same; I would never be the same. Our cops and robbers games
turned to war games, played with miniature soldiers in grass and sand, but we were darkly aware
that somewhere real life was being played out with gut-tearing bullets and blockbuster bombs.
We lost our innocence after a radio broadcast.Yet, for me, life went on. My family was not living in
fear, although perhaps we should have been. Life was restricted, though. The town air raid siren
often blasted a warning to turn off all lights unless your house was equipped with special opaque
window shades. We never knew, of course, if there was a real danger of air raids or if these were
only exercises. Nevertheless, everyone in town took it seriously. Having studied the profiles and
silhouettes of German aircraft like most kids my age, I knew none of their bombers could fly from
Germany to our town, so I can’t remember ever feeling fear during the exercises.“Strangely,
toward the end of the war, Mom and Dad decided to have a house built in Marshall Heights, a
neighborhood in Orange. In the process of it being built, we moved in with Mom’s parents just
outside town, and soon, somehow, I learned that Mom was “expecting.” In late 1945, I helped
welcome my brother, Warren, to the family, followed almost immediately by a move into a new
place on a hill in Orange.From that spot on the hill, we could still hear the train whistles blow, the
trains marking changes in America at large. During the war, we often saw a long line of cars
carrying brown jeeps, trucks, howitzers, and tanks pass slowly through our quiet town while we,
who were either too young, women, or ineligible for the draft, watched in awe. Once in a while, a
passenger train filled with waving soldiers and sailors made us wonder what exotic places would
find them next. My uncle, Freddie, had boarded one of those trains. As had our family friend,
Buck Carpenter, Mrs. Gill’s son, Buck, and a lot of others I didn’t know.Late in the war, one of the
trains with green cars came through bearing the body of President Roosevelt, who died at Hot
Springs, Georgia. Our leader was gone.PICKING PEACHESThe summer of my 14th year, I
joined a group of teenagers to work in the Mooremont Peach Orchard. We met a flatbed truck in
downtown Orange, jumped in the back, and rode windswept to the orchard about ten miles
away, where the field boss directed us to our crew for the day.We got a quick lesson about how
to select the peaches, handle them without bruising, and place them in boxes for transportation
to the packing shed. I was more interested in keeping away from the poison ivy that formed a



carpet among the trees. Soon, however, I was so covered with sweat and peach fuzz that I
doubted the poison oil could penetrate it. At the end of the first day, I was completely covered,
head to toe, with itchy, scratchy fuzz. I had the shower of a lifetime that night.By weekend, I'd
picked thousands of peaches and had eaten probably a bushel of them. Most of us knew how
much we’d get paid, but rumors said that the man who owned the place sometimes gave
bonuses. On Friday afternoon, we assembled around the packing shed where old man Moore
sat on an upside-down basket on top of a small knoll. About 30 of us formed a line that snaked
its way to his feet. He wore a rumbled cowboy hat and looked like an overseer from the old
movies. We stared bug eyed as he stood up and pulled a fat roll of bills out of his pocket.The first
worker stepped forward. We could hear soft murmurs between the man and the first worker,
followed by the old man peeling off some bills and handing them to the worker. The process was
repeated 20 times until my turn came.“What did you do this week?” asked the man in his gravelly
drawl.“I picked about a thousand bushels,” I blurted, not having any idea how many I actually
picked.A slight grin across the wrinkled face as he peeled off five crisp new bills, handing them
to me. I didn’t look down to see what kind of bills he’d given me, but it seemed like a lot.“See you
next week,” he said.Walking away, I looked at my hand to see five twenty-dollar bills, an amazing
amount for my week’s work.In the middle of the next week, a field boss showed up in a pickup
truck near where I was picking.“Hey you,” he said. “We need you in the packing house.”Soon, I
was in the production line sorting and arranging, and packing the peaches for shipping to distant
markets. I had received my first promotion, but I never found out why. I wasn't a better picker than
my crewmates. Maybe the old man liked my looks or my smarty comment.SMALL KIDI was a
little kid for my grade. Left-handed, with a birthday in November (a Scorpio for those who are
interested). Because of my age, my parents decided to put me in Ms. Honor Hamilton’s private
school rather than delaying my schooling for another year, which my birth month would have
meant. Ms. Hamilton provided a small class with attention to handwriting, reading, and other
basic skills.But consequently, I was almost a year younger than my classmates in regular school.
And, I was also smaller—a skinny little guy, unaccustomed to dealing with bullies on the
playground. I soon learned that strategy and guile were my way to excel—well heck, even
survive.One guy in my neighborhood, Andy Bierne, younger but bigger than I, continually gave
me a hard time. One day, I strung a rope across a path through some woods that were down the
hill from my house. After school, I taunted Andy by throwing a rock at his feet, then turned to run
down the path. I knew, of course, when to jump the rope, but Andy hit it, falling on his face—not
hurt, but frustrated.The next year, I made friends with Alton Breeden, a tough guy, and asked
him to teach me some tricks. Every day during recess, we met at the sawdust pit that was made
for high jumping exercises, where he taught me some basic jiu jitsu. It magically transformed my
confidence on the playground; I almost broke a bully’s arm after he took a swing at me.Those
lessons informed my work life, where I learned that applied knowledge and strategy were not
just requirements for success, but basic survival tools.PLANE SCHEDULE“Mary just called over
from Dean Gross’s office, and you’re scheduled for a 4:15 flight. You’ll have to make a few stops



and get into DC really late, but you’ll save almost a day this way,” Jerry says.“I’ll get a taxi over to
the airport, wait there, and get something to eat,” I reply. “Thanks so much for your help.”At the
airport, I force down an enchilada with beans and find a comfortable place to sit. I think about
Dad’s mentoring, but also remember another mentor, Goree Waugh.HOME TOWN MENTORIn
the summer after my junior year of high school, I found a summer job at the G. A. Waugh
Furniture store on Main Street, owned by Goree Waugh, whom everyone in town seemed to
know.Joe Minor entered through the door with his head down. It had been a rough night, and
Joe's head pounded with the aftermath of cheap whiskey—and the jailhouse bunk had no
mattress. Goree met him halfway down the aisle, between the rows of refrigerators and
stoves."What happened, Joe""I done had a little too much to drink and Sher'f Myers throwed me
in jail after I swung at Tom Johnson. I'm cain't go home... I jus don know wha da do.""Let's go sit
by the stove, Joe... and talk."An hour later, Joe Minor walked out of the G. A. Waugh Furniture
Co. with a short-term loan, aspirin for his headache, and some hard advice about the
responsibilities of a family man. The next week, a cold sober Joe returned to the store to pay five
dollars toward his new loan and another five on the stove he bought last year for credit at no
interest. Joe was one of many who made their weekly visit to the small-town furniture store to
pay some small amount on their account and pass the time of day with Goree.The Waugh family
went back generations in Orange County. Goree still owned the family farm, "Bushy Mountain,”
close to the peach orchard where I’d worked, although he spent most of his time at his house on
Madison Street—just three blocks from the store.Roy Perkins, Joe Minor's father-in-law and
patriarch of a large Black family ran the farm for Goree and watched over the cows and horses.
Roy successfully farmed the rugged mountain terrain of Bushy Mountain and earned enough to
provide a comfortable living and educate his many children. Roy’s face was a photographer's
dream, with lines that reflected wisdom and a kind heart. When Roy shook hands, he gave you
the feeling of being embraced by a strong, sensitive father.Roy came into the furniture store
almost every Saturday in his bib overalls and rumpled hat. Roy would saunter up to the
mezzanine, where he and Goree greeted each other as if they’d been apart for months. Then
they’d launch into an hour or more of quiet conversation, chatting about crops, the newest
calves, or life in general. Roy and Goree made a colorful pair—the gentle farmer and the country
gentleman.“There can't be a business without customers,” Goree would say, “and in a small town
like this, we need customers for life. We have to make them feel special, and we'll give them top
quality, the best service, and a fair price.”Goree stood a stately 6’2”. Most people in town couldn't
see the top of his bald head. What they saw most was his ready smile. He was a man you could
talk to and someone you could trust. "A friend is the most precious thing a person can have, and
integrity is the foundation of friendship," he said.Underneath the tweed coat and quiet
sophistication lived a cowboy. Spring was roundup time on Bushy Mountain. That's when
Goree's special friends and I learned a new meaning of a day's work: Rise at 3:30 am, drive to
the farm, catch the horses, ride to the top of the mountain, search for new calves, herd them
back down the rock paths, run them into pens, inspect and tag the calves, and finally… eat a



well-deserved meal. That was companionship, Waugh style.G. A. Waugh Furniture Company
occupied a prominent building with a multi-bay storefront on Main Street. There were three long
rooms displaying furniture, heating stoves, refrigerators and other large appliances, mattresses,
and many varieties of flooring. An upstairs warehouse held furniture, much of it purchased at
yearly furniture marts in North Carolina, waiting to be moved to the main floor where it could be
sold.I was the fourth member of the team that consisted of Goree, Winfrey Jacobs, and
Haywood Johnson. A few minutes after my arrival, Goree handed me a broom and said, “We all
start the day by sweeping up the place.” The place was vast with multiple aisles and nooks
among various displays of furniture and other odds and ends. The brown wooden floor
seemingly went on forever. Nevertheless, we all picked our places and went to work.Sweeping
the floor was one of many routines required to maintain and run the store. For instance, dusting
and polishing the fine furniture, cleaning the large display windows—the list was long. But on
that list was a task I learned to hate: measuring and coiling the material to repair split-bottom
chairs. Those chairs, with seats of woven “splits,” half-inch wide strips of fiber, were quite popular
in those days. But the woven bottoms tended to wear out in a few years. Customers often
brought their chairs to Waugh Furniture for repair, where we would remove the worn seating and
replace it with new, freshly woven material. On the other hand, a customer could weave a chair
bottom themselves, with a roll of fiber material, which we sold in lengths exactly long enough to
repair one typical chair.So, preparing those rolls to sell was part of our routine. That involved
measuring 25 yards of the material, rolling the material round and round into a spiral disc, and
tying it into a neat platter. This process would take 15 to 30 minutes even if one had the skill to
do it. It was extremely labor-intensive—and boring. So, after doing that for a few weeks, I went
into my dad’s shop and made a simple device that would automatically measure the tape
material and generate the spiral. We used that device for years after.After I mastered the daily
chores, Goree set out to teach me how to greet and work with customers, how to find out their
needs, and how to help them select furniture or appliances to meet those needs. Goree and
Winfrey Jacobs took me under their wings, leading me into the world of retail sales.At first, I only
shadowed each of them as they met and worked with a customer. Most of the time, they knew
the person before even saying hello. Winfrey Jacobs had prominent white hair and a gentle
manner. He spoke to each person as if they were a long-lost friend. “Hi, Mrs. Jones, how is your
son, Harry? I heard he broke his arm last week.” After getting up-to-date on the family, Winfrey
would quietly ask a few questions to find out what Mrs. Jones needed. As I followed him around,
listening quietly, he’d introduce me to each person as a new member of the team. After Mrs.
Jones left, whether she bought anything or not, we’d talk about the interaction and how Winfrey’s
approach worked.After Goree observed my sweeping for a week or so, he stopped me one
morning and said, “You’re the worst sweeper I’ve ever seen. How would you like to be our
bookkeeper?” With that, Goree taught me to keep the books for the company, entering sales
data, keeping customer accounts updated, recording payments. Goree handled the checkbook
and the financial records but depended on me—just 16—to keep accurate records of all



transactions. We had no computers in those days; everything was entered by hand in big
journals.Goree and I sat at side-by-side desks on the mezzanine, overlooking the entire first floor
of the store. When a potential customer came into the front door, one of us went down the
mezzanine’s five steps to greet the person. But before that, however, Goree would challenge me:
What is that person’s name? What did she buy last in the store? Where does she live? Is she in
a hurry or is she relaxed and interested in just looking around? Or what might she need to buy
today?By the time Goree made contact with the person, he had a conversation ready to go. At
first, I watched and listened in awe of this amazing salesman and manager, but later, I too
learned to glide into easy conversation. Whether it be sales, leadership, or personal relations,
Goree was the master. He taught with quiet coaching and by strong example.Once, a woman I
knew as Gladys Eldridge entered the store and headed right for the living room furniture in the
next room. I followed her, greeted her by name, and asked if I could help her. “Do you have any
of those new sexual sofas,” she said.“Yes, Ma’am,” I replied, suppressing my laugh and moving
toward the sectional sofas that had become popular in the last year. I sold her a sofa, but never
knew if she used it for sexual purposes.Mrs. Eldridge had the money to buy the sofa, but many of
Goree’s customers had big needs and little means. Goree let people buy what they needed on
credit with no interest. He’d only ask them to commit to a regular payment every week or every
month until the item was paid off. We had dozens of customers, who came in every week to pay
$1 to $10 on their account. And most of them looked at it as a visit, not an obligation thanks to
the warm response they got from all of us in the store. At first, I wondered if Goree might be
jacking up the prices to cover the lack of interest income; but, when I became the bookkeeper, I
found he marked up the prices no more than the norm in our town.The last time I saw Goree was
at the Piedmont Nursing Home. Partially crippled by a stroke, he still seemed tall and stately in
his wheelchair. Surprisingly, he remembered me, the store clerk from 40 years ago, and he
missed the store, the farm, and his friends."Roy Perkins is gone now,” he said with tears in his
eyes. "Roy was my best friend.""Yes, I loved Roy, too." I said, and I thought how few White men
could call a Black man their best friend. But then, Goree was someone special.HAYWOOD
JOHNSONIn the back of the store, beside the steps to the mezzanine, lay a small shop with a
workbench that was filled with tools for installing stoves, laying linoleum, re-caning chairs, and
repairing everything we sold. The workshop’s maven was Haywood Johnson, a tall, strong Black
man with a winning smile and a hearty laugh. A veteran of World War II, Haywood seemed to be
an expert at everything. He could flawlessly cut linoleum to fit any irregular floor, he could install
oil stoves with intricate piping and connecting hoses, he could make a furniture scratch
disappear like magic.Haywood was the store’s master craftsman. His skills were unmatched by
anyone else in town. I soon became his apprentice. But being half his strength, I learned to use
my head rather than my muscles to get things done. Linoleum was delivered to us in 12-foot-
wide rolls that weighed well over 300 pounds. Haywood could lift each end of the roll with little
trouble, placing each on a dolly so we could roll the monster to the display room. I was good at
pushing but not at lifting. One day, I amazed Haywood by using the leverage of our hand-



operated floor-to-floor elevator to lift the roll ends, then slide the dollies underneath. Same result,
no lifting.As the smallest of our team, I was the one designated to crawl under old houses to
wind copper tubing from the oil tank to the new stove we came to install. But it wasn’t the tubing
that set my nerves on end, it was the possibility of copperheads, the most common snake in
Virginia. Luckily, I never encountered one. Haywood would say, “Now you look around with the
flashlight before you move forward.”Haywood and I formed the delivery and installation
department of G. A. Waugh Furniture Company. Together, we loaded furniture, stoves, and other
goods on the rattling, Dodge five-speed truck for delivery out in the countryside. We hauled
dressers, mattresses, and chairs all over Orange and the surrounding counties. We saw a
closeup image of life among the rural people of Virginia. Haywood knew the territory like the
back of his hand. We saw houses decorated with fine antiques, and we saw small places with
only a few sticks of furniture.One day, Hayward said, “I really didn’t know it was that bad,” after
visiting some people in severely rundown housing.Sometimes, bill collecting became an added
task. The furniture store had amazingly few delinquent accounts, but sometimes people would
leave town without paying.Once we knocked on the door of an unpainted rural house, looking for
a young man named Tom who hadn’t paid anything on his account for several months. There
were three relatively new cars parked in the driveway when we arrived.A short, dark woman
wiping her hands on a dishtowel came to the screen door looking puzzled.“Hello there, Mrs.
Thompson. Can we speak to Tom,” said Haywood.“Well, lordy, man, I haven’t seen Tom for a
month or more. Last I seen him, he was headed for Washington. I’m so worried about
him.”“Ma’am, whose car is that out there in the driveway? Did he leave without his new
car?”“Naw. That isn’t his car. That belongs to my brother, Tom’s uncle. Tom went away with some
friends last week.”“How come it has Tom’s license plate on it,” Haywood bluffed.The woman
shuffled in place, turning the dish towel over and over as if kneading it. Her brown eyes darted
from side to side.“I… I… don’t know.”“Come on, Ma’am, can we speak to Tom.”“I’ve told you. He
isn’t here.”“Well, you tell him to come see us on Saturday. He owes us some money on his
account,” Haywood said loudly.“If I hear from him, I’ll tell him,” she stuttered.“Where do you think
he was?” I asked Haywood as we got in the truck.“Probably hiding in an upstairs bedroom and
hearing every word. That’s why I was talking so loud.”“Do you think he’ll show up?”“I doubt it. He
drinks a lot and doesn’t work much. Not like his mamma or his daddy. They’re good folks.”Every
week thereafter, when I posted receipts into the company journal by hand, I watched to see if
Tom ever paid anything on his bill, but the account moved toward write-off—that never-never
accounting land for uncollectible accounts. Tom became one of a tiny band of people who didn’t
pay their bills to the furniture store.Sometimes we’d spend most of a day installing tile or
linoleum on someone’s kitchen floor. For that job, I was Haywood’s assistant—handing him tools
and doing the low-skill tasks: helping carry heavy rolls of linoleum, spreading paste, cleaning up
after the job. If we had a full day’s job, we usually carried our lunches in brown paper bags,
knowing we’d be in some remote place.One day we went to a store in Mine Run, a small
crossroads in the northern part of the county, to install linoleum on a large kitchen. The store



supplied bread, light groceries, miscellaneous supplies, soft drinks, and snacks to the locals.
The owners lived in the back, which was surprisingly spacious considering a large portion of the
building was devoted to commerce.Haywood and I arrived at 8:30, greeted the owners, and
went immediately to work, stripping the old floor and preparing to install the new one. By lunch,
we were just over halfway through.At noon, the wife leaned through the door and said, “Would
you all like some hot lunch?”I wasn’t sure where she could have cooked a warm meal since we
were working in the kitchen, but a vision of hot biscuits and country ham filled my head. “Sure,” I
said, smiling at Haywood. “Sounds like a good idea.”We washed the glue off our hands in the
kitchen sink and headed for the dining room. There, she had set a table for three. The Mr. was
standing at his place, Mrs. standing at hers, and she motioned me toward the third
seat.“Haywood, we’ve fixed a place for you on the porch,” she said nonchalantly.I must have
turned pale. Haywood must have been shocked, but his face showed almost no emotion. I
looked at him, back at Mrs., while struggling for words. The silence went on for what seemed like
hours. What should I do? I don’t want to insult some of the furniture store’s best customers. Yet, I
can’t let them treat Haywood this way. What should I do? What should I do?Finally, I blurted out,
“Thanks so much, but Haywood and I eat together.”The two of us went to the porch. Soon the
silent Mrs. brought my plate and place setting to the small table where Haywood’s had already
been set. I wanted to know what Haywood was thinking, but I was afraid to ask. Instead, we ate
our lunch without a word, each staring down at our food, Haywood with his feelings, me with
mine.MANAGING THE STOREDuring my second summer at the store, as Goree and I were
working at our desks on the mezzanine, he turned to me and said, “You know I’m going to Scout
Camp for the month of July?“Yes,” I replied.“Well, I’d like for you to manage the store for
me.”“OK,” I said, “but what will the other guys think?”“I’m sure they’ll agree,” he said.“What about
the bills and checks?”“Well, you can process the payments, write the checks, and my wife, Dot,
can sign them. We can go over any other loose ends before I leave,” Goree said.Managing the
store during July wasn’t such a big deal. Winfrey, Haywood, and I always operated as a team.
We worked together on sales, scheduled our deliveries, and compared notes at the beginning of
every day. But, Goree assigning me that responsibility at my age boosted my confidence more
than any other words of praise. He had no doubt we could take care of things, while he helped
mentor a group of young men at Scout Camp.I worked at Waugh Furniture every summer and
almost every weekend while I attended the University of Virginia. The skills I learned from my
colleagues there, Goree Waugh, Winfrey Jacobs, and Haywood Johnson probably helped me
more than all the engineering courses University of Virginia had to offer. I graduated high school
with several marketable skills: sales, bookkeeping, delivery, store management, drafting, and
human relations. After that experience, I knew how to make a path in the world.ON THE
PLANEThe New York Times lays wilting in my hands. How could I imagine reading it? I was
surprised to find today’s issue, October 10, 1980. When we first came to Albuquerque, the
Sunday Times arrived the following Tuesday. The presidential election is coming up and Reagan
seems to be in the lead. Carter is a good man, but he seems to be in over his head. Anderson,



the third-party candidate, speaks truth but has no chance in our system.My head is pasted
against the plane window, watching the plains of Texas roll by. Changing planes in Dallas is a
pain in the neck but is necessary to get me to Virginia before tomorrow. My university colleagues
worked hard to get these reservations.I pull The One Minute Manager from my briefcase, but I
can’t concentrate. Nothing seems to get through my fog.How will Joyce and the children get to
Virginia? I wonder. Will she be willing to drive the 400 miles? She’s never been big on family
events.I’m still wondering what happened to Dad. He was just 69 years old, for god’s sake. A
couple of days ago, I dropped by Virginia on a business trip that was taking me to Washington,
Albuquerque, and back to New York. He had been to the doctor, who scheduled a heart stress
test at the University of Virginia hospital in the nearby city of Charlottesville.Dad seemed fine at
the time, but he told me he’d experienced a couple of dizzy spells. He didn’t give me a lot of
details about the situation. I should have asked more. I remember our meeting.Dad greets me at
the door as if he knew the exact moment I would arrive from National Airport. I knew he’d have
calculated my driving time for the 100-mile track.“Hey. How are you doing?” he says.“Great, how
are you?”“OK. OK come on in.”I throw my suit jacket over a chair as we walk into the living
room.“I shouldn’t sit down yet—I ripped my pants. Here, look at this.” I say turning for him to
see.“Are you getting too big for your britches?” he asks.“Nope, just move around too much,” I
smile.“Come on, we’ll fix it,” he says, leading upstairs to the sewing room.We enter Mom’s
sewing room—usually a woman’s domain—which is the size of a small dressing room. Swatches
of cotton, nylon, and rayon are stacked in columns on a workbench Dad made from a door,
which also holds mom’s prized Singer sewing machine.A shoebox full of threads rests beside
the machine. The room’s odor reminds me of the textile mill where Dad used to work; an oily,
synthetic odor punctuated by the aroma of a clean cotton shirt.“Takeoff your pants. I’ll show you
how to run this machine,” he says.I complied, handing him my Brooks Brothers
trousers.Teaching. He was always teaching.“This little thing is a bobbin. Make sure it has
threads. Put the head down like this. Choose your stitch with this cam,” he tells me, showing me
the parts.In 10 minutes, I was sitting at the sewing machine, stepping on the pedal.“See. Now
you’ll be independent from now on,” Dad says.I think of all the things we didn’t talk about, or
actually never have talked about: What it’s really been like to work in a big company, the stresses
of doing big organization changes, my growing loneliness, a wife who seems to resent my job
and my ambitions. Could he have had ways to solve these problems? What would he have said
if I had let it all pour out? What if I had actually been able to describe what’s going on? It’s
gnawing at me, but I have no idea how to say it or who to say it to. All I know now is that I am
completely alone—on the prow of the ship with the cold wind in my face. How could I have been
so stupid not to ask Dad for his perspective, his advice? Maybe I thought he would have
criticized me for my bad choices, for not visiting enough, for not caring about the family, for
marrying someone he didn’t approve of. I don’t know. I don’t know what he would have thought.
It’s too late.MOMI wonder how Mom will cope. Shy, she’s always depended on Dad to be the
face of the family, to make the difficult decisions. The only girl and youngest in a family of five,



she was protected—even pampered—by her parents and older brothers while growing up in
rural Louisa County. She met Dad at an early age and, with her mom and dad, moved to Orange
soon after Dad began working at the silk mill. Whether Dad was the motivation for the family's
move or not, is a mystery to my brother and me.Her mother, Grandma Luck, was a wiry, strong-
minded, skilled woman who seemed to always have things in control. Addie Luck was an expert
seamstress, household and garden manager, with hands always crocheting during down times.
She passed on those skills to Mom, but Mom preferred the quiet background rather than being
out front in the family. Yet, she had the willpower and determination to do whatever necessary to
support the family, and that meant being a good wife and mother to her two boys. When Dad
became sick with rheumatic fever, she went to work in the local hosiery mill to bring in
money.Later in life, when Warren needed money for college, Mom went to work for and
eventually bought Green Stationers, a retail outlet selling office supplies in Orange, turning it into
a profitable venture. She became an effective store manager and a popular fixture among the
retail trade in the town. Dad became her employee, but Carrie was clearly in charge. Though she
was quiet, she knew how she wanted things to be done and made sure it was done her way. She
apparently inherited her mother’s grit and determination.“This business’s main goal is to take
care of our customers,” she said.“Have you ever read Peter Drucker?” I once asked her, referring
to one of the prominent business philosophers.“Who is that?” she answered. She didn’t have to
read about business to know how to run the store.CEMETERYWe are gathered on the hillside at
Graham Cemetery, just outside Orange and less than a mile from the site of a famous train
wreck, “The Fat Nancy,” in 1888. The train tracks about a quarter of a mile away in the valley are
plainly visible from our position. Because of that, this seems to be a strange place for a
cemetery.Family and people from the town wait for the Methodist minister, Mr. Harry Spear, to
speak the final words over Dad’s casket. We’d met Spear for the first time when he came by to
visit Mom a few days ago. I grew up in Trinity Methodist Church and knew every minister until the
last 20 years. Mr. Kelley, the first minister I ever met, was probably the reason Mom and Dad
selected the church, which had quite different beliefs and rituals than the country churches in
Louisa County.Spear is speaking now. I recognize the words as coming out of the Methodist
ritual, common, not memorable. Head bowed, a tear rolls down my cheek as I suppress a sob
demanding to get out.“This is so silly,” says Joyce, who is standing at my side.She does not
explain, nor do I ask what she means.I am alone in my grief.Critical of my family up to the very
end, I think. It seems like a culmination of the years she’s resented my family—a resentment I
never understood, but that manifested itself in not-so-subtle ways.We lived 400 miles away from
Orange, but when we visited, allocating family time between her family and mine and deciding
where we slept were constant struggles. The conflicts over the children’s time were particularly
acute.Over the years, our trips to Virginia became less frequent, probably because I wanted to
avoid the inevitable conflict with Joyce. David, however, occasionally spent time in Virginia,
developing a close relationship with Dad, in particular. The girls, Lynn and Laura, never had the
chance to develop a close relationship with their grandparents—the loss of an important



opportunity.My own inadequacies certainly were a factor. I had no idea how to understand
Joyce’s concerns or how to express mine. Our discussions were arguments, not discussions. I
suspect Joyce must have sensed Mom and Dad’s cautions about our early relationship. They
were determined that I should go to college and feared that a high-school romance would derail
it.“They just don’t like me,” Joyce once said.“No. That’s not true,” I answered. “They just wanted
me to finish college.”But Joyce and I never resolved that different viewpoint. Her resentment took
a different turn in our relationship. She never understood my drive to get more education, such
as the doctorate of which I am in the final phases and will complete next year. Snide remarks are
her typical responses.“Oh, your dad just brought home another “A.” Whoopee!” she announced
to the children at our dinner table a couple of years ago.“You’ve got all these degrees, and I have
none,” was so common I lost count over the years.My typical response was, “We’ve lived in the
shadow of colleges in every town we’ve lived, and I’ve encouraged you to go, if a degree is what
you want.” But she never took a step in that direction.Joyce and I started dating when I was just
16—a senior in high school, and she was a junior. We immediately hit it off and we started
spending every opportunity together, not just dates, but family events, such as visits to relatives.
At first, Mom and Dad welcomed her, but as time passed, they, especially Dad, became
concerned about the intensity of our relationship and about the lack of exclusive family time
together.“You’re too young to be so serious,” Dad said.A date with Joyce required a drive to her
home in Rapidan, seven miles away down a relatively narrow road. That meant using the family
car, for which I had to ask permission. In retrospect, Dad was tolerant of my use of the car, even
though at age 16 and a half, I had been driving for just over a year.In spite of Dad’s concern, my
relationship with Joyce became intense. I wanted to be with her every day. She invaded every
thought. We became a “thing” in the eyes of friends and acquaintances. We did everything
together and were the epitome of passion-driven teenage love. We were blindly playing out the
story, the story played by so many young couples in our high school: date, get married, get a job,
have kids, buy a small house in Orange. That’s what couples do.Dad saw a different vision for
me: go to college, get a profession, explore the world; opportunities he never had. Goree Waugh
and Mr. Stowitts reinforced Dad’s viewpoint. Each had a slightly different scenario of my future,
but all strongly encouraged the college route.“You’re good with science and math, and you have
a great scholastic record. You can get into any school you want,” Mr. Stowitts said. “You have a
lot of talent.”And, Grandmother Tate has been telling me since an early age, “If you have talent
and you’re not using it, that’s a sin.”I accepted their advice and set my path for college, knowing
at some level that path and my passion were at conflict. But I was blindly moving ahead, damn
the consequences.THE WORKSHOPAll the family is here: brother Warren, his wife, Judy,
cousins too numerous to mention, aunts Ruth and Lucille, Uncle Ed, and some other people I
hardly recognize—all jam-packed into our small house on South Almond Street. They brought
fried chicken, casseroles, homemade rolls, cake, and pies—all in the tradition of Southern
protestant funerals. Mom sits quietly in the living room while each person stops by one-after-
one, not knowing exactly what to say: Wesley was a good man. We’ll miss him so much. I’m so



sorry. I was shocked.I mill around the group, speaking to each person, trying to be civil. The
numbness endures, too shocked to cry, too many questions unanswered. What happened? How
could he have died in a hospital while on a treadmill? Why couldn’t they save him? “I feel
woozie,” were his last words before passing out.Slipping out of the living room, I go to the door
leading to the basement, down the creaking steps, past the aging Lennox furnace, and to the
workshop, the place where Dad taught me the basics of woodworking and building. The sobs
started even before the door opened. The odors of wood and oil, interlaced with basement
dampness, pried open my door to grief. But this time, the odor of Aqua Velva, Dad’s shaving
lotion, was absent.My knees almost buckle as I lean against the doorframe.Dad was probably
down here last week. A slightly disassembled toaster sits on the workbench, still strewn with
screwdrivers, pliers, and pieces of wire, screws, and tabs. “Never throw away anything until you
understand why it stopped working,” he told me. “Even if we can’t fix it, we can learn how it
works.” What had he learned about this toaster? Could he have fixed it if he had more time?I
grew up knowing Dad could fix anything. If something didn’t work, don’t call a repair person, take
it apart and figure out what’s wrong. He was referring, of course, to mechanical and electrical
stuff, but I later realized that he was just as good with other problem-solving. First understand the
problem, then find ways to solve it.I spy Dad’s hammer on the workbench. Dad used it in his
early days as a carpenter’s assistant to his father, who built houses and barns, many of which
are still standing all over Louisa and Hanover counties.I remember the image of Dad’s strong
fingers gripping the wooden handle while driving a nail with expert precision, his gold ring with a
ruby setting flashing an arc in the fluorescently lit room.Dad used the building process to pass
on the family's homespun philosophy to his sons.“Never hold a nail for someone else to hammer.
Do your own work.” he said. “Besides, they may mash your finger.”“A bent nail means your penis
is not fully grown.”Tiny unlabeled boxes of nails, screws, and other parts sit on shelves above the
workbench. I was never able to find anything except by looking in each box, but Dad seemed to
have it all in his head. He never threw away anything. All those parts and screws were salvaged
from things we took apart. “You never know when you might need one of these,” he’d say, holding
up some weirdly shaped component.Cans of used paint are stacked against the cinderblock
wall just below the never-opened, metal-framed basement window so common in 1940’s
basements. The table saw stands in the corner next to the lathe he always wanted but never
seemed to use, jammed up against it.I glanced up at the bare joists lining the ceiling, a place my
eyes had seldom traveled when he and I were working here. I pull down two three-year-old
Playboy magazines, safely hidden in a crossbeam. Finally, something to smile about here. These
were his private secrets, never shared with me, but these make me love him more. A man who
always stood for good, for doing the right thing, still had a private side, and I wonder what else I
never knew.Racks on the wall to my right hold various sizes and shapes of wood. As with parts,
never throw away a piece of lumber. We will someday need it.Two spinning rods hang on other
hooks. Opening the tackle box underneath, there are all the familiar lures Dad and I used while
fishing the Rapidan River: jitterbugs, plastic minnow replicas, an old bottle of fish eggs—once



red, now turned a dull gray. Will I ever be able to go fishing again without my heart breaking?
Some guy upstairs had said, “It seemed like the lights went out on Main Street when I heard the
news.”My light just went out.
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